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from inspiration  
to transformation.

painting maDe simple.

Whether it’s the living room wall, a group of  
doors or an entire set of lawn furniture screaming  
for a fresh coat of paint, Wagner has just the  
right painting tool.  

Wagner sprayers and rollers can tackle any  
painting project and deliver a professional  
finish faster than manual tools.   
They’re simply a smarter way to paint.

View project videos at 
Wagnerspraytech.com
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our most poWerful, 
inDoor/outDoor  
storaBle spraY sYstem.

tHe neW fleXio® 890.

Get more power and versatility in a light, indoor/outdoor  
sprayer. The Wagner FLEXiO 890 has the highest  
performing turbine in its class, revolutionary iSpray®   
nozzle that sprays all coatings including unthinned  
latex, plus a new lighter design. The X-Boost® turbine  
is housed in the power box that stays on the ground,  
making longer projects easy.  

And it all fits in a convenient, self-contained storage  
base.  It’s simply a smarter way to paint.

View a video at  
Wagnerflexio.com
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The FLEXiO 590 is an indoor/outdoor hand-held sprayer kit for 
all projects. It combines the iSpray® nozzle, detail finish nozzle 
and the X-Boost® turbine to provide the most flexible and 
powerful painting solution offered.

The X-Boost turbine delivers 3X the power (at 65,000 RPM’s) 
to spray coatings with adjustable control, full coverage and 
low overspray. Not only is it more powerful, it is also 50% 
quieter and 20% lighter than traditional airless sprayers.1

FLEXiO® 590
Variable Speed  
Hand-held Sprayer

0529010

HVLP
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1  (65 db, 4.0 lbs) on low speed vs. traditional  hand-held airless sprayer (85 db, 4.95 lbs).
2  Flow rate represents maximum continuous output. This may vary based on sprayed material, temperature and wear of sprayer.
3  Depends on material. Based on latex viscosity of 27 dPa-S and 3.8 mil thickness.
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Features
• Gallons per Hour: 8.02

•  Cup Sizes: 1½ Quart cup (iSpray nozzle) covers up to 125 square feet  
in one fill and 20 fluid oz. cup (Detail Finish nozzle)

• Ideal for exterior surfaces, interior walls and fine finishing

•  Includes Detail Finish nozzle and sturdy carrying case for easy storage

•  Sprays unthinned interior and exterior latex paints, stains, sealers,  
urethanes and oil-based materials

•  X-Boost power dial has 9 settings for various coatings and more precise control

•  Includes two nozzles and cups for project flexibility

•  Lock-n-Go® split gun design for quick nozzle change and easy clean up

•  Pattern adjustment ring for horizontal and vertical spray patterns and spray  
width lever for wide and narrow patterns (iSpray nozzle)

•  Covers an 8' x 10' surface in minutes3  
Stain: 1 minute, Latex: 5 minutes
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The FLEXiO 570 is an indoor/outdoor hand-held sprayer for all 
projects. The power of the X-Boost® turbine and the spraying 
capability of the iSpray® nozzle make any project simpler.

The X-Boost turbine delivers 3X the power (at 65,000 RPM’s) 
to spray coatings with adjustable control, full coverage and 
low overspray. Not only is it more powerful, it is also 50% 
quieter and 20% lighter than traditional airless sprayers.1

FLEXiO® 570
2-Speed  
Hand-held Sprayer

0529011

HVLP
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Features
• Gallons per Hour: 7.22

• Cup Size: 1½ Quart cup covers up to 125 square feet in one fill

• Ideal for exterior surfaces and interior walls

•  Sprays unthinned interior and exterior latex paints, stains, sealers,  
urethanes and oil-based materials

•  X-Boost power dial has 2 settings to easily select between thin and thick materials

•  Lock-n-Go® system for fast color change and easy clean up

•  Pattern adjustment ring for horizontal and vertical spray patterns and  
spray width lever for wide and narrow patterns (iSpray nozzle)

•  Covers an 8' x 10' surface in minutes3  
Stain: 2 minutes, Latex: 6 minutes

1  (65 db, 4.0 lbs) on low speed vs. traditional  hand-held airless sprayer (85 db, 4.95 lbs).
2  Flow rate represents maximum continuous output. This may vary based on sprayed material, temperature and wear of sprayer.
3  Depends on material. Based on latex viscosity of 27 dPa-S and 3.8 mil thickness.
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The FLEXiO 890 is designed to take on longer projects with 
more user comfort. The iSpray® nozzle technology and 
powerful turbine design combined with integrated storage 
and variable speed on the handle, make it an ideal tool to 
transform any surface. 

The X-Boost® turbine is housed in the base and delivers  
3X more power (65,000 RPM’s) through the air hose to the 
gun – leaving the weight of the turbine on the ground,  
reducing user fatigue. The Power Box provides storage for  
the hose and nozzle assemblies when not in use.

FLEXiO® 890
Portable Spray  
System with  
Integrated Storage

0529021

HVLP
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Features
• Gallons per Hour: 8.41

•  Cup Sizes: 1½ Quart cup (iSpray nozzle) covers up to 125 square feet  
in one fill and 20 fluid oz. cup (Detail Finish nozzle)

•  Ideal for projects including large interior spaces, fine finishing and small 
exterior surfaces

•  Reduced user fatigue with turbine weight on the ground

•  Sprays unthinned interior and exterior latex paints, stains, sealers,  
urethanes and oil-based materials

•  Power dial on the handle allows for quick adjustment for materials and surfaces

•  X-Boost turbine provides adjustable control, full coverage and low overspray 

•  Lock-n-Go® split gun design for quick nozzle change and easy clean up

•  Pattern adjustment ring for horizontal and vertical spray patterns and spray 
width lever for wide and narrow patterns (iSpray nozzle)

•  11½-foot flex air hose

•  Covers an 8' x 10' surface in minutes2  
Stain: 1 minute, Latex: 5 minutes

1  Flow rate represents maximum continuous output. This may vary based on sprayed material, temperature and wear of sprayer.
2  Depends on material. Based on latex viscosity of 27 dPa-S and 3.8 mil thickness.
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The FLEXiO 690 is an indoor/outdoor stationary paint spraying 
system ideal for extended projects. The X-Boost® turbine and 
iSpray® nozzle technology combine to deliver a fast simple 
solution for painting projects.

The X-Boost delivers 3X more power (65,000 RPM’s) through 
the air hose to the gun – leaving the weight of the turbine on 
the ground, reducing user fatigue.

FLEXiO® 690
Portable Spray  
System for Painting 
and Fine Finishing

0529026

HVLP
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r1  Flow rate represents maximum continuous output. This may vary based on sprayed material, temperature and wear of sprayer.
2  Depends on material. Based on latex viscosity of 27 dPa-S and 3.8 mil thickness.

Features
• Gallons per Hour: 8.21

•  Cup Sizes: 1½ Quart cup (iSpray nozzle) covers up to 125 square feet  
in one fill and 20 fluid oz. cup (Detail Finish nozzle)

•  Ideal for projects including large interior spaces, fine finishing and small exterior surfaces

•  Sprays unthinned interior and exterior latex paints, stains, sealers,  
urethanes and oil-based materials

•  X-Boost turbine provides adjustable control, full coverage, and low overspray 

•  Lock-n-Go® split gun design for quick nozzle change and easy clean up

•  Pattern adjustment ring for horizontal and vertical spray patterns and  
spray width lever for wide and narrow patterns (iSpray nozzle)

•  X-Boost power dial on the base – precise setting for coatings and surfaces

•  15-foot flex air hose

•  Covers an 8' x 10' surface in minutes2  
Stain: 1 minute, Latex: 5 minutes

Accessories
iSpray Nozzle  (0529014)
Detail Finish Nozzle  (0529013)
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tHe reVolutionarY  
WaY to paint oVer  
Your to-Do list.

tHe neW smart siDeKicK.™

The SMART SideKick power roller is perfect for larger 
projects because it’s designed to attach to any size  
paint container and lets you paint without stopping.  

With push-button control it’s two times faster than 
conventional rollers.  Want to paint your house faster?   
Get a SideKick.  

It’s simply a smarter way to paint.

View a video at  
WagnersideKick.com
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The SMART SideKick power roller is perfect for larger projects 
because it’s designed to attach to any size paint container and 
lets you paint without stopping. With push button control it’s 
two times faster than conventional rollers.

SMART 
SideKick™
Multi-Room  
Powered Roller for 
Continuous Painting

0530010
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1  Flow rate represents maximum continuous output. This may vary based on material, temperature and wear of roller.

Features
• Flow Rate: Up to 20 fluid oz. per minute1

•  Direct-feed from 1 to 5 gallon paint containers

•  Includes one 9" x 3/8" roller cover

• 16-foot hose for 32-foot work area

• Latex and oil-based paint compatible

•  Auto-Feed Control for paint on demand

•  Accepts standard extension poles to reach high walls and ceilings
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Features
•  Twist-and-trim tool delivers sharp, clean roller  

finish to the edge
• Eliminates hours of taping
•  Integrated paint reservoir eliminates need for paint tray
•  Thumb trigger for controlled and precise paint delivery
• Holds 6 fluid oz. covering up to 96 linear feet in one fill
•  For use with latex (water-based) paint only

SMART 
Edge Roller®
3" Roller  
with Trim Tool

0530000

Trim guard and micro  

brushes for painting  

around trim and edging.

18
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Features
•   Integrated paint reservoir eliminates the need  

for a paint tray and delivers even coverage
•  Finger trigger for controlled and precise  

paint delivery
•  Holds 10 fluid oz. covering up to 38 sq. feet  

in one fill
•  For use with latex (water-based) paint only

SMART 
Mini Roller®
6" Small Space Roller

0530001
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Features
• Easy fill valve–no paint tray required
• Holds 18 fluid oz. covering up to 57 sq. ft. in one fill
• Manual plunger
• Spatter shield, lid and fill tube for less mess

Paint-N-Roll®
9" Roller Feeds Paint 
from the Handle

0284026

Features
• Hand-power trigger for controlled paint delivery 
•  Holds 22 fluid oz. covering up to 70 sq. ft. in one fill
•  Includes fill tube, paint can lid, spatter shield  

and 9" x 3/8" roller cover
•  For use with oil and latex (water-based) coatings

SMART Roller®
9" Wall and  
Ceiling Roller

0530003

Features
•  Quick-Touch Motor Control™ for smooth  

continuous paint flow
•  Holds 22 fluid oz. covering up to 70 sq. ft. in one fill
•  Extended reach reduces need for ladders
•  Includes fill tube, paint can lid, spatter shield  

and 9" x 3/8" roller cover
•  For use with oil and latex (water-based) coatings
•  4 AA batteries (included) last up to 15 gallons

SMART  
Flow Roller®
Powered All-In-One 
Roller

0530004

A

B

C
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trigger.

Battery operated 

pump system.
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Features
• Gallons per Hour: 4.71

•  Cup Size: 1½ Quart cup (iSpray nozzle)  
covers up to 125 square feet in one fill

•  Sprays most unthinned latex, stains, sealers, ure-
thanes and oil-based materials 

• Indoor and outdoor rated, two stage turbine 
•  Patented iSpray® design delivers roller-like finish on 

interior walls 
•  Lock-n-Go® split gun design allows for easy clean-up 

and material changes 
•  Pattern adjustment ring for horizontal and vertical 

spray patterns and spray width lever for wide and 
narrow patterns  

• Variable flow trigger adjusts paint flow volume

PaintREADY 
Sprayer®
Multi-Purpose  
Hand-Held Sprayer

0529002

Accessories
9" x 3/8" Roller Cover  (0155206)
9" x 3/4" Roller Cover  (0155208)
6" Roller Cover  (0530205B)
3" Roller Cover  (0530200B)

5-Gallon Adaptor  (0284051)
Corner Pad  (0514028)
Trim Pad  (0514026)

HVLP
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Features
• Gallons per Hour: 7.01

•  Cup Sizes: 1½ Quart cup (iSpray nozzle) covers up to 
125 square feet in one fill and 20 oz. cup for smaller, 
detailed projects

•  Sprays unthinned latex, stains, sealers, urethanes and 
oil-based materials 

• Ideal for both indoor and outdoor projects 
•  Additional fine finish front end with 20 oz. cup for 

smaller, detailed projects 
•  Lock-n-Go split gun design separates turbine and 

front end for easy clean-up and material changes 
•  Simple controls let you adjust power, flow rate and 

spray pattern 
• 20-feet of high-flex air hose for 40-foot working area

PaintREADY 
System®
Multi-Purpose  
HVLP System

0529003

Features
•  1-gallon adjustable hopper can be configured for 

spraying without the use of adapters–spray walls  
or ceilings 

•  Powerful, integrated air turbine means no separate  
air compressor and long hoses 

• Comfort arm rest gets the job done with less fatigue 
•  Includes 3 nozzles for popcorn, knockdown  

or orange peel texture finishes 
•  3-point stand allows for an easy, spill-free fill  

and refill 
•  Lock-n-Go Technology for quick hopper removal  

and easy clean-up
•  Multi-position hopper is capable of being  

adjusted for spraying on a ceiling or on a wall

PowerTex®
All-In-One Powered 
Texture Sprayer

0520000

HVLP

1  Flow rate represents maximum continuous output. This may vary based on sprayed material, temperature and wear of sprayer.

Texture



eXterior projects 
Make a dramatic change to your house, deck,  
fence or shed. Refinish the lawn furniture, play 
equipment, pergola or shutters. Add fresh paint,  
stain or varnish and you will be amazed how  
great your project looks. 

Remember, with Wagner products you can  
do-it-yourself and save time and money.
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Features
• Gallons per Hour: 4.81

• Cup Size: 1 Quart cup
•  Optimus™ Dual Tip Technology provides even coverage, 

less overspray and more control 
• Ideal for stains and sealers
•  Includes extra atomizer valve 

Project  
Sprayer®
Reliable Sprayer for 
Small Projects

0525010

Airless

Features
• Gallons per Hour: 5.41

• Cup Size: 1 Quart cup
•  Flex-Tube allows spraying at any angle
•  Optimus Dual Tip Technology provides even coverage, 

less overspray and more control 
• Great for decks and outdoor furniture
• Single-speed operation
•  Sprays thinned latex and oil-based stains and paints, 

water sealers and wood preservatives
•  Includes extra atomizer valve 

Power Painter® II
Basic Airless Sprayer  
for Smaller Projects

0531000

Airless

AIRLESS SPRAYERS  

Airless refers to a method of spraying paint that utilizes high pressure to atomize paint 
by forcing it through a small tip.  These sprayers are great for production work because of 
their ability to cover large areas in minimal time.  Higher pressures and larger tip orifices 
make these sprayers capable of spraying coatings at higher speeds.

Power Painter® also available. 
0525037
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Features
• Gallons per Hour: 6.61

• Cup Size: 1 Quart cup with quick-release
•  EZ Tilt™ flexible suction tube for spraying at any angle
•  Optimus Dual Tip Technology provides even coverage, 

less overspray and more control
• Great for decks, fences and siding 
• Sprays oil-based materials and latex stains and paints
•  Sure prime suction valve eliminates need for re-priming 

after refilling
• Easy pour paint can lid

Power Painter® 
Plus
Heavy-Duty Airless 
Sprayer for Mid-Sized 
Projects

0525027

Features
• Gallons per Hour: 7.21

• Cup Size: 1 ½ Quart cup with quick-release
•  EZ Tilt flexible suction tube for spraying at any angle
•  Optimus Dual Tip Technology provides even coverage, 

less overspray and more control 
•  2-speed electronic flow control
• Sprays oil-based materials and latex stains and paints
•  Low level indicator so you know when to refill before 

running out of material
•  Sure prime suction valve eliminates need for re-prim-

ing after refilling
• Easy pour paint can lid

Power Painter® 
Max
High Performance 
Airless Sprayer

0525032

Features
• Gallons per Hour: 8.01

• Cup Size: 1 ½ Quart cup with quick-release
•  EZ Tilt flexible suction tube for spraying at any angle
•  Optimus Dual Tip Technology provides even coverage, 

less overspray and more control 
•  Electronic material selector for paint or stain
•  3-speed electronic flow control
•  Sprays oil-based materials and latex stains and paints
•  Low level indicator so you know when to refill  

before running out of material
•  Sure prime suction valve eliminates need  

for re-priming after refilling
• Easy pour paint can lid
• Draws from cup, backpack or paint can

Power Painter® 
Pro
Professional Level 
Airless Sprayer

0525029

Airless

Airless

Airless
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1  Flow rate represents maximum continuous output. This may vary based on sprayed material, temperature and wear of sprayer.
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Features
• Coverage per Minute: 4.1 fluid oz.1

• Cup Size: 1 Quart
• Great for cabinets, crafts, fences and decks 
•  Sprays thin materials such as stains, sealers, urethanes 

and varnishes
• 3 spray patterns: round, horizontal fan and vertical fan 
• Adjustable flow control 
•  Lock-n-Go® split gun design allows for easy clean-up 

and quick material changes 
• For outdoor use only

Control Spray®
HVLP Sprayer  
For Small Projects

0417005

Features
• Coverage per Minute: 4.9 fluid oz.1

• Cup Size: 1 Quart and 1 ½ Quart 
•  Great for cabinets, shelves, decks and fences 
•  Sprays thin materials such as stains, sealers, urethanes, 

varnishes and lacquers
•  3 spray patterns: round, horizontal fan and vertical fan 
• Adjustable flow control 
•  Includes 2 material cups 
•  Lock-n-Go split gun design allows for easy clean-up 

and quick material changes 
• 2-stage indoor-rated turbine

Control Spray® 
Double Duty
HVLP Sprayer  
For All Fine Finish 
Projects

0518050

HVLP

HVLP

HVLP SPRAYERS (High-Volume, Low Pressure)  

HVLP technology uses a high volume of air at low pressure ≤ 10 PSI at nozzle to atomize 
materials into small particles. This results in a fine finish, with low overspray. These sprayers 
allow you to adjust the material flow rate, spray pattern and size for maximum control.
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1  Flow rate represents maximum continuous output. This may vary based on sprayed material, temperature and wear of sprayer.
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Features
• Coverage per Minute: 3.9 fluid oz.1

• Cup Size: 20 fluid oz.
•  Ideal for staining decks, fences and wood furniture
•  Compatible with transparent and semi-transparent 

stains and sealers
•  3 spray patterns: round, horizontal fan and vertical fan
•  Adjustable flow control
•  Lock-n-Go split gun design allows for easy clean-up  

and quick material changes
•  For outdoor use only

Opti-Stain® 
Sprayer
HVLP Sprayer  
for Staining Projects

0529015

HVLP

Features
• 1/2 gallon reservoir for fewer trips to the paint can
• Groove brush for getting in-between deck boards
• 4 ½ foot sturdy aluminum pole
• Gravity-fed with simple flow valve
• Wide mouth container for easy filling
• For use with water and oil-based stains and sealers

DeckMate®
Deck Stain/Sealer Tool

0284065

Accessories
DeckMate Pad  (0284068)
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procoat® 
professional graDe 
spraYers 
Piston pumps are a great tool for high-end  
do-it-yourselfer’s, handymen, painting contractors  
and other contractors who want to paint faster  
than they can with other traditional methods. 

For whatever your project, Wagner has the  
right piston pump for you.

C
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Features
• Motor: ½ HP
• Flow Rate: 0.24 GPM (gallons per minute)
• PSI: Variable (1,000-2,800)
• Supports a .015" tip 

ProCoat®
Professional  
Performance  
For Speed and Finish

0515034

Features
• Motor: ½ HP
• Flow Rate: 0.26 GPM (gallons per minute)
• PSI: Variable (1,000-2,800)
• Supports a .015" tip
• Telescoping stand 

ProCoat® Plus
Professional  
Performance  
For Speed and Finish

0515029

Features
• Motor: ½ HP
• Flow Rate: 0.26 GPM (gallons per minute)
• PSI: Variable (1,000-2,800)
• Supports a .015" tip
•  Cart with space-saving telescoping handle 

ProCoat® Max
Professional  
Performance  
For Speed and Finish

0515040
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Features
• Motor: ½ HP
• Flow Rate: 0.29 GPM (gallons per minute)
• PSI: Variable (1,000-2,800)
• VersaTip™ .515 (Supports a .015" tip)
• GS-07 spray gun and 25-foot hose
• Sureflo™ pusher valve

ProCoat® 9145
Contractor-Grade  
For Quarterly Spraying 
Up to 125 gallons/year

0523012

Features
• Motor: 5/8  HP
• Flow Rate: 0.33 GPM (gallons per minute)
• PSI: Variable (1,000-3,000)
• VersaTip .515 (Supports a .017" tip)
• GS-07 spray gun and 35-foot hose
• Sureflo pusher valve
• Auto-Lube Pump Attendant™
•  Space-saving telescoping handle 

ProCoat® 9155
Contractor-Grade  
For Quarterly Spraying 
Up to 175 gallons/year

0523013

A

B

Features
• Motor: 3/4 HP
• Flow Rate: 0.38 GPM (gallons per minute)
• PSI: Variable (1,000-3,000)
• VersaTip .517 (Supports a .019" tip)
• GS-08 spray gun and 50-foot hose
• Sureflo™ pusher valve
• Auto-Lube Pump Attendant™
•  Space-saving telescoping handle 

ProCoat® 9175
Contractor-Grade  
For Monthly Spraying 
Up to 300 gallons/year

0523014

C

A

B C
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Accessories
VersaTip Reversible Tip  (0511313)
VersaTip Reversible Tip (0511515)
VersaTip Reversible Tip  (0511517)
Standard Reversible Tip  (0501xxx)
12-inch Gun Extension  (0512130)
24-inch Pole Extension  (0512131W)

Features
• Engine: 33cc, 4-stroke gasoline engine
• Flow Rate: 0.33 GPM (gallons per minute)
• PSI: Variable (1,000-3,000)
• VersaTip .517 (Supports a .017" tip)
• GS-07 spray gun and 50-foot hose
• Sureflo™ pusher valve
• Auto-Lube Pump Attendant™
•  Space-saving telescoping handle

 ProCoat® 9185G
Contractor-Grade  
For Monthly Spraying 
Up to 300 gallons/year

0293008
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Before You paint 
Surface preparation can be a long and difficult  
process, but it’s a critical step in getting  
the desired results of a project and ensuring  
a great looking finish. 

Wagner offers a variety of tools that greatly cut  
down the amount of time and work to get surface 
preparation tasks completed. From grinding off  
chipped paint with a PaintEATER®, to lifting scaled  
paint with a heat gun or loosening wallpaper 
with a steamer, Wagner tools make your prep  
steps easier and your entire project look better.
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Features
• Power: 1,680 Watts / 5,700 BTUs
• Temperature Settings: Variable (750°–1,000° F)
• Industrial, die-cast metal housing
• Replaceable heating element
• A fan-only, cool-down setting
• Integrated stand for hands-free operation
•  Ideal for removing paint and flooring, bending plastic, 

thawing pipes, or projects where heavy use is required

HT775  
Pro Heat Gun
Heavy Duty Heat Tool

0283022

Features
• Power: 1,500 Watts / 5,100 BTUs
• Temperature Settings: 12 settings (250°–1,350° F)
• Digital touchpad with high/low fan settings
•  A cool down setting with automatic shut off to improve 

tool life
•  Ideal for removing paint and flooring, bending plastic, 

thawing pipes or projects where precise temperatures 
are required

HT3500 Digital  
Heat Tool
Paint Removal Tool

0503040

Features
• Power: 1,200 Watts / 4,100 BTUs
•  Temperature Settings: 2 settings  

(750° F and 1,000° F)
•  Ideal for removing paint and flooring,  

bending plastic or thawing pipes

HT1000  
Heat Tool
Paint Removal Tool

0503008
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Features
•  Ideal for removing paint and paint  

chips without damaging the substrate
•  For use on siding, trim, wood, concrete block,  

steel and masonry
•  Optimum machine speed (2,600 RPM) for aggressive 

paint removal and operator control
•  Flex-Disc™ system runs over uneven surfaces
•   High performance 3M™ coating removal disc is  

not damaged by nails or screw heads and exhibits 
minimal clogging

•  Retractable handle allows for two-handed operation 
and easy storage

•  One-step coating removal and feathering  
saves project time

PaintEATER®
One Step  
Paint Remover

0513040

Accessories
PaintEATER Disc  (0513041)
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Features
• Power: 1,500 Watts
• 1-gallon tank
• 75 minute run time
• 11-foot steam hose
• Lightweight, portable design
• Includes large (8" x 11") and small (3" x 6") steamplate

705 Power  
Steamer™
Wallpaper Remover

0282018

Features
• Power: 1,500 Watts
• 48 fluid oz. tank 
• 45 minute run time 
• 8-foot steam hose 
• Wallpaper steamplate for wallpaper removal
•  Includes utility brushes, 2 extension tubes, measuring 

cup, fill funnel, jet nozzle, floor cleaning pad and 
window/tile squeegee attachments for a variety of 
cleaning projects

On-Demand 
915 Power 
Steamer™
Steam Control for 
Chemical-Free Cleaning

0282014

pr
ep



Wagner SprayTech Corporation
1770 Fernbrook Lane, Plymouth, MN 55447

wagnerspraytech.com
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• Twice as fast as manual rollers

• Fits any size paint container

• Push-button control

paint a large room
faster tHan You can
cHoose a color.

tHe reVolutionarY
smart siDeKicK.™

Find us on:


